
• What possesses external validity? A theory or an effect?
• To what settings/persons/measures/… do we generalize?
• What are the consequences of failed replications?
• Are student samples worthless?
• When do I need a representative sample, stimulus, setting, …?
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Background 

Even though generalizability and replicability plays a central role 
in social sciences, researchers have yet to agree on what 
generalizability of results actually means. On the basis of the 
distinction between effects application and theory application 
by Calder, Phillips, and Tybout (1981), I suggest solutions to 
traditional and current methodological problems. 

Conclusion 

Methodological Problems 

› different kinds of generalizability encompass different problems
› take into account a researcher‘s view before criticizing the methodology
› pronounce your own view for research (hint: it‘s not in the data!)

Theory Application Effects Application 

• “looking through a magnifying
glass”

• “looking through a very clouded
windowpane”

• deductive • inductive

• falsifying • verifying

• influence of moderating variables
is not assumed

• influence of moderating variables
is assumed

Philosophical problems 

• applies since replicable falsification
is needed

problem of induction • applies

• are unscientific since they cannot
be falsified

probabilities • can be misleading

Methodological procedure 

• decrease in external validity development of external validity over time • increase in external validity

• theoretical reasons, e.g., a
contradicting theory

How to decide which moderating factors  to 
study? 

• practical reasons, e.g., interest to
apply the treatment in the field

• No: falsifications refer to causal
mechanisms claimed by theory and
– if successful – limit external
validity

Is there a trade-off between internal and 
external validity? 

• Sometimes: if the generalized
relationship needs to be causal

Solving the methodological problems 

• Any samples are fine if nothing
concerning the sample is specified
in the theory.

Are non-representative samples worthless? 
• They are problematic unless the

population of interest is non-
representative, too.

• They question the accuracy of the
theory’s concepts.

What are the consequences of failed high-
powered conceputal replications? 

• They question the effect‘s
generalizability.

• They question the entire theory.
What are the consequences of failed high-

powered direct replications? 
• They question the effect‘s

existence.
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